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the most important representations of human social networks). These algorithms are based on ego net-
work models derived in the anthropology literature, which describe the key structural properties of ego
networks, and the properties of the social relationships between individuals. The main area we consider
for applying these algorithms is the study of social networking environments currently under discussion
in the research community. In particular, we focus on two relevant examples, i.e. Mobile Social Networks,
and Social Pervasive Networks. In both cases, together with the ego network structural properties, it is
fundamental to also describe the statistical properties of the contact process between the nodes. To this
end, we complement the algorithms with an analytical model that characterises the dependence between
the key distributions used in the literature to describe the contact processes. Finally, we validate our algo-
rithms and models, showing that the synthetic ego networks that can be generated matches both struc-
tural properties of ego networks, and contact process properties that have been found in real human
social networks.
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There is a clear trend in the vast framework of Future Internet
research that posits a tight integration between the physical and
cyber worlds. This is not only relevant to research areas pertaining
to Cyber Physical Systems [1], but spans more widely in all the
areas of the Future Internet [2,3] in general, and future pervasive
and mobile computing systems [4] in particular. The pervasive dif-
fusion of mobile devices that users carry with them, together with
a multitude of devices with networking and computation capabil-
ities spread in the environment, is actually enabling this tight inte-
gration. Thanks to networking technologies that can well support
mobile users and the flow of information between the cyber and
the physical world (such as mesh [5–7] and sensor networks [8]),
what happens in the cyber world impacts on the physical world
and vice versa. For example, sensor readings coming from distrib-
uted sensors (in the physical world) are analysed (in the virtual
world), and can trigger actions on actuators (in the physical worldll rights reserved.
Commission under the FET-
I (258414) and FIRE-EINS
the TESS project, funded by
e British Academy Centenary
lla), robin.dunbar@anthro.ox.
ezzoni@iit.cnr.it (F. Pezzoni).again). Social relationships (in the physical world) immediately
translate into virtual relationships on Online Social Networks (in
the virtual world).
In the perspective of such an integrated cyber-physical world, a
key aspect to design efficient Future Internet solutions is under-
standing the properties of human social relationships. In a broad
range of cases, devices in the cyber world are actually proxies of
their users in the physical world, which follow them in their daily
routines and behaviour (e.g., smartphones constantly carried by
users). Therefore, the structures and properties of human social
relationships can be naturally translated into relationships be-
tween the users’ devices, around which networking solutions can
be designed. A first element for achieving such an understanding
is modelling the mobility of the users, as mobility is very often a
strong indicator of social behaviour. This topic, in fact, has recently
received increasing attention [9–17]. Beyond that, there is a broad-
er research trend looking at the mutual interplay between the so-
cial relationships between users and the design of Internet
solutions and platforms. This encompasses several topics, includ-
ing monitoring users social relationships [18–20], characterising
the behaviour of users in social networking platforms [21–24],
designing optimised social networking services [25–30].
In this paper we consider two social networking scenarios
brought about by cyber physical convergence, Mobile Social Net-
works (MSNs) and Social Pervasive Networks (SPNs). MSNs are
typically formed between users located in a limited area (which
can however be as big as a city), and communication among them
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gies [31]. Opportunistic networking is an evolution of the legacy
MANET paradigm, where the existence of simultaneous end-to-
end paths between two endpoints is not necessary in order to en-
able communication. Exploiting the store-carry-and-forward para-
digm [32,33], messages are locally stored at intermediate nodes
that are deemed most suitable to bring them closer to the eventual
destination(s), until a new node appears (e.g., thanks to mobility),
which is an even better candidate for reaching the destinations. A
number of research topics are been addressed in the area of oppor-
tunistic networking, including forwarding protocols [34–37], pri-
vacy-preserving solutions [38,39], resource management and
service-oriented systems [40,41], support for participatory sensing
[42–44], and characterisation of foundational theoretical proper-
ties [45–47]. Some of the solutions investigated in this area exploit
information about human social relationships, e.g. for routing pro-
tocols [48–50], and data dissemination protocols [51–53], although
well grounded models of human behaviour (like those used in this
paper) are seldom used.
Social Pervasive Networks are a possible longer-term (with re-
spect to MSNs) evolution of the pervasive networking paradigm
enabled by the tight integration of the cyber and physical worlds.
Assuming that the diffusion of pervasive technologies will enable,
in principle, communication between any two users anytime and
anywhere, the resulting network might in fact be formed by edges
that correspond to communication channels activated because of a
social relationship between two users, and only when those users
communicate due to their social relationship. In other words, the
network and the communication events between the devices
might closely map the corresponding human social network and
the interaction patterns of the users. Multi-hop communications
will still occur in this type of network, for example to enable diffu-
sion of information among groups of people that do not necessarily
have mutual social relationships. Besides being a natural design
approach, another advantage of such a design paradigm is that
activated communication channels will naturally inherit the trust
level existing between their users, which is typically hard to assess
in pervasive networks. A notable class of services that would ben-
efit from such a design paradigm are content-centric and data dis-
semination services, which are considered to be one of the key
drivers of the Future Internet [3]. Nowadays, content-centric ser-
vices are mostly supported by Content Delivery Networks and
P2P solutions [54]. Several solutions continue to be proposed for
optimising systems based on these paradigms, in particular in
the P2P area both for fixed and mobile networks [55–60]. SPNs
could be used as a natural substrate for implementing trusted
P2P-like content-centric solutions tailored to, for example, dissem-
inating data to interested users in a scalable way. Note that oppor-
tunistic networking techniques could be used in SPNs too. Also in
SPNs, data exchanges occur only when users bound by a social
relationship activate a communication, which is conceptually a
similar event to a physical meeting between users in a MSNs,
and can thus be used to opportunistically forward messages or
spread content. Finally, note that there is significant evidence sug-
gesting that human social networks are almost invariant with re-
spect to the specific technology that mediates social interactions
[61,62]. Therefore, current results in the anthropology domain that
describe the properties of human social networks are already a so-
lid starting point to investigate the properties of SPNs.
Looking at the two main cases we consider in this paper (MSNs
and SPNs) it clearly appears that well grounded models of human
social behaviour are needed. We highlight two main features that
should be captured by such models. On the one hand, the structural
properties of human social relationships should be captured, to de-
scribe the characteristics of human social networks, and how they
can be exploited for enabling efficient communications and datadissemination systems in the virtual world. On the other hand,
the contact processes between users, and how they depend on the
human social structures, should also be modelled, because contact
patterns have a very strong impact on the performance of opportu-
nistic networking protocols, and thus on MSNs and SPNs. For
example, in the case of MSNs, it is known that key properties on
convergence of opportunistic networking protocols depend on
the statistical properties of contact patterns [63,64].
Providing models matching these requirements is the original
contribution of this paper. In particular, we start from well estab-
lished models coming from the anthropology literature (Section 3),
which describe the structure of ego networks (a very important
way of describing human social networks) and the properties of so-
cial relationships between individuals. Starting from this model, in
Section 4 we propose a constructive algorithm to generate syn-
thetic ego networks which reproduce these structural properties.
This algorithm can, for example, be used in simulation to generate
realistic synthetic human networks on top of which networking
solutions for MSNs or SPNs can be tested.
In Section 5 we complement the algorithm with an analytical
model that can be used to decide how to configure the contact pro-
cesses between individuals. As we discuss at the beginning of Sec-
tion 5, configuring the contact processes such that they reproduce
the statistical properties found in real traces may not be straight-
forward. This is mainly due to the fact that, for practical reasons,
it is difficult to characterise with sufficient statistical accuracy
the distributions of inter-contact times between individual users.
Therefore, it is customary in the literature to use aggregate statis-
tics to characterise real traces, such as the distribution of contact
rate (the reciprocal of the average inter-contact times between
two users) and the distribution of aggregate inter-contact times
(the distribution of inter-contact times of all pairs considered to-
gether). The model presented in Section 5 helps to correctly config-
ure the contact processes between individual users, such that
aggregate statistics found in real traces can be reproduced.
In Section 6, we validate the constructive algorithm and the
analytical model of inter contact times. This allows us to show that
fundamental properties of generated synthetic networks match
real data found (i) in the anthropology literature, about the struc-
ture of human social networks, and (ii) in the opportunistic net-
working literature, about the properties of contact processes
between users. Therefore, the results of this paper can be used,
for example, in simulators, to generate synthetic traces for relevant
examples of Future Internet social networks, that correctly repro-
duce statistical features of human social behaviour and
interactions.2. Related work
This paper is mainly related to two bodies of work. The first one
consists in the anthropology literature about models of human so-
cial networks. This body of work is described in detail in Section 3.
The second body of work consists in the literature about the study
of inter-contact times in opportunistic networks.
Chaintreau et al. [63] have demonstrated the fundamental im-
pact of inter-contact times on the convergence properties of oppor-
tunistic network forwarding protocols. The authors show that
when the inter-contact times of individual pairs present a power
law with shape parameter less than or equal to 2, a large family
of routing protocols yield infinite delay. The authors also analyse
real traces of face-to-face inter-contact times, both originally pre-
sented in the paper and collected by others [65–67]. Assuming that
the network is homogeneous, they focus on the distribution of
aggregate inter-contact times, finding a good fit with a Pareto dis-
tribution with shape parameter lower than 2. These results posed
Fig. 1. Scheme of the typical ego network.
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casting a rather pessimistic view on the actual applicability of pop-
ular routing protocols.
This view has been softened, to a certain extent, by Karagiannis
et al. [68], where authors have analysed the same traces of [63]
(and, in addition, the well known Reality Mining trace [69]), notic-
ing that the aggregate inter-contact time distribution may actually
present an exponential cut-off in the tail. For the dependence be-
tween aggregate inter-contact times and the inter-contact times
of individual pairs, Karagiannis et al. [68] provide an initial result
deriving analytically the dependence between the two distribu-
tions when the contact rates between individual pairs are known.
We generalise this result to the case where contact rates are not
known a priori, and are determined by the structure of human so-
cial relationships.
Results in [63,68] had a very important impact on the subse-
quent literature, although in various cases they have been over-
interpreted, and not much attention has been paid to the critical is-
sue of heterogeneity, nor to the typical issues that arise when using
power-lawmodels [70]. The fact that aggregate inter-contact times
in popular traces present a power law has typically resulted in
assuming that all distributions of individual pairs are power law.
One of the most important examples is the area of mobility models
for opportunistic networks. Most of the recent proposals (e.g.,
[71,10,72,73]) aim at generating inter-contact times of individual
pairs and/or aggregate inter-contact times that present a power
law. Similarly, other papers try to highlight which characteristics
of reference mobility models generate a power law in inter-contact
times of individual pairs [74,75].
Conan et al. [76] and Tournoux et al. [77] re-analysed the same
traces used in [63,68] (together, in [77], with a new trace) focusing
much more than previous papers on the analysis of inter-contact
times of individual pairs. They show that the distributions of in-
ter-contact times of individual pairs are definitely heterogeneous.
Moreover, they also show that characterising with statistical accu-
racy the distribution between individual pair of nodes is very hard,
as typically more than one distribution fits the samples, and break-
ing these ties is not possible. This is due to the fact that usually not
enough samples are available for each and every pair of nodes. On
the other hand, characterising with statistical accuracy the aggre-
gate distributions (contact rates and aggregate inter-contact times)
is easier, as less samples per pair of nodes are required. In addition,
Conan et al. [76] have analysed mathematically the dependence
between inter-contact times of individual nodes and aggregate in-
ter-contact times in a more general setting with respect to the
model of Karagiannis et al. [68]. They propose a model to describe
how heterogeneity impacts on the distribution of aggregate inter-
contact times. However, as highlighted in [78], they overlook an
important aspect, thus deriving an imprecise model. To the best
of our knowledge Passarella et al. [78] present the most precise
model to describe the dependence between the inter-contact time
distributions of individual pairs and the aggregate inter-contact
time distribution in opportunistic networking environments.
As far as the analysis of inter-contact times is concerned, this
paper differs from [78] in that we here analyse this dependence
in networks where interactions between users are determined by
models available in the anthropology literature. With respect to
[78], this results in a totally different model for describing the het-
erogeneity of inter-contact times of individual pairs. While the line
of reasoning for deriving the model is similar, the model itself
turns out to be significantly different because of the different
environment.
It is finally worth noting that this paper extends our previous
work in [79,80]. With respect to these papers, we here provide a
unifying model for generating synthetic ego networks for the anal-
ysis of Future Internet social networks. This model realisticallyreproduces at the same time the structural properties of the ego
networks, and the contact processes between users. This contribu-
tion, that joins and harmonises together two lines of our previous
research, is totally original. Moreover, we present in this paper all
the proofs of the analysis of inter-contact times derived in
Section 5.
3. Ego networks
In the anthropology literature, ego network models are used to
represent the social network between an individual (ego) and the
other people (alters) the ego has a social relationship with. The
ego is the only hub in its ego network, and is connected to all its
alters. Each link between the ego and an alter is characterised by
the strength of the social tie between them. Ego network models
do not describe possible social links between alters, which would
be required to model the complete social network formed by all
egos and their alters. Nevertheless, ego network models are a very
powerful tool to describe key properties of human social networks,
and are indeed a key subject of investigation in the anthropology
literature [81–87].
One of the main results from this body of work is that the struc-
ture of ego networks consists of a series of concentric layers of
acquaintanceship with increasing sizes [83]. The typical structure
of an ego network is depicted in Fig. 1. Going from inner to outer
shells, the strength of the social tie between the ego and the alters
progressively diminishes, while the number of alters increases.
This means that, typically, an ego has few very strong social ties
(inner-most shell), and many more weak social ties (outer-most
shell). Based on data collected on real human networks, Dunbar
et al. [84,81] identify several layers: ‘‘support clique’’, ‘‘sympathy
group’’, ‘‘band’’ and ‘‘active network’’ (the whole network) with
average sizes of  5; 12; 35 and  150, respectively. These
sizes are evaluated considering that layers are inclusive. Some-
times in this paper, we use the term external part of a layer in order
to refer to the part of the layer not overlapped with its inner levels.
The average size of the active network (150) is thus the average
number of alters in the ‘‘average’’ ego network, meaning the aver-
age number of alters with whom a typical ego has non-negligible
social relationships. This number is known in the literature as
the ‘‘Dunbar’s number’’. Many more alters can be outside the active
network, corresponding to people known to the ego, but with
whom the ego does not establish any significant social relation.
These alters are usually not represented in the model.
Each layer of the network has specific characteristics: the sup-
port clique and the sympathy group are well-defined in size and
composition (see [85,86]) as is the active network [81], while no
accurate information is currently available in literature about the
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and we consider it to be merged within the active network layer.
Moreover, Dunbar and Spoors [85] suggest that there is a linear
correlation between support clique and sympathy group.
There is also experimental evidence about the fact that the
structure of ego networks is determined by cognitive constraints
of the human brain [87]. Maintaining an active social relationship
requires time and, more generally, cognitive resources used for
interacting with the alters. The total amount of resources that an
ego allocates to social relationships is limited, thus limiting the size
of the active network. The main figure used to describe the impor-
tance of a social relationship is the degree of intimacy, or emo-
tional closeness [81]. The level of emotional closeness is
positively correlated with the ‘‘frequency of contact’’, which is esti-
mated with the inverse of the ‘‘time since last contact’’ [81]. The
latter also reflects the time invested in a particular relationship
[87], therefore it is generally assumed that there is a relation be-
tween the time invested in a relationship and the level of emo-
tional closeness.
An interesting question is whether ICT technologies can modify
these properties or not. Two main hypothesis can be formulated,
each of which looks reasonable. On the one hand, one could argue
that ICT technologies and platforms are just other means of com-
munication between users, and thus do not impact on the underly-
ing properties of how humans interact and the resulting structural
properties of their social networks. On the other hand, one could
also argue that novel ICT technologies and platforms can generate
totally new types of social networks among users, possibly with to-
tally different structural properties. Interestingly, recent findings
suggest that the former hypothesis is more likely to be correct.
Specifically, Pollet et al. [61] investigate whether instant messag-
ing and Online Social Networks (OSN) increase the average size
of ego networks, and they conclude that this is not the case. More
recently, Arnaboldi et al. [62] analyse a quite large Facebook data
set, aiming at identifying whether ego networks of Facebook users
present similar layered structures found in other types of human
social networks. Results show a striking similarity between the
structure of ego networks in OSN and in the ‘‘offline’’ world, in
terms of (i) presence of concentric layers of decreasing intimacy
and increasing size (ii) size of these layers, and (iii) scaling factor
between consecutive layers.
For our purposes, these properties have two fundamental con-
sequences. On the one hand, we can map the maximum amount
of cognitive resources an ego allocates to maintaining social rela-
tionships with a maximum percentage of time it spends for this
task. Therefore, each link in the ego network can be annotated with
the percentage of time the ego devotes to that social relationship.
This is one of the starting points for the algorithm presented in Sec-
tion 4. On the other hand, the structure of the ego network de-
picted in Fig. 1 naturally determines the contact rates between
the ego and alters in its social network. Specifically, contacts are
more frequent with alters in the inner-most layer, while the fre-
quency progressively declines for external layers. This property is
one of the starting points of the analysis presented in Section 5.
Note that the percentage of time devoted to a social relationship
and the contact rate that characterises the social relationship are
clearly two alternative (but equivalent) ways to characterise the
strength of that social tie.
Finally, Roberts and Dunbar [87] show that there may be differ-
ences in the cognitive resources required to maintain a social rela-
tionship at a certain level, depending on whether the ego and the
alter have family ties (they are ‘‘kin’’) or not (they are ‘‘friend’’).
For example, maintaining a relationship at high level of emotional
closeness requires a lot of time for both friends and kin. On the
contrary, for low levels of emotional closeness, kin relationships
require less invested time than the relationships with friends,thanks to sort of ‘‘hidden’’ family bonds. We take these properties
into account when defining our algorithm in Section 4.4. Algorithm for generating synthetic ego networks
In this section we present an algorithm that can be used to build
synthetic ego networks following the properties described in Sec-
tion 3. We first present the high-level strategy of the algorithm
(Section 4.1), then the detailed algorithm (Section 4.2), and finally
we discuss the functions that are needed to generate numeric val-
ues for the algorithm parameters (Section 4.3).
4.1. Overview
The overall strategy of the algorithm is as follows. We exploit
the relationship between the amount of cognitive resources used
by the ego for social relationships, and the total percentage of time
devoted to this task. We associate to the ego a certain percentage
of time for social relationships. As each relationship requires a spe-
cific amount of time, the percentage of time allocated by the ego to
social relationships determines a constraint on the size of the ego
network.
In order to determine the strength of each tie (between the ego
and an alter) we proceed as follows. We start from the distribution
of emotional closeness, which can be derived starting from the
empirical evidence collected in the anthropology literature de-
scribed in Section 3. As described in detail in Section 4.2, the distri-
bution is partitioned according to the layered structure of ego
networks, such that it is possible to identify the sectors of the dis-
tribution from where emotional closeness samples related to the
(external part of a) specific layer must be drawn. We define a spe-
cific function that correlates emotional closeness and time spent
on the relationship, as shown in Section 4.3. This function guaran-
tees that we obtain, on average, networks with appropriate ex-
pected size (according to the results discussed in Section 3).
Based on the empirical distributions available in the literature
describing the sizes of the layers, we can also draw samples for
the sizes of the support clique and sympathy group. Based on (i)
the total time budget of the ego; (ii) the samples of the support cli-
que and sympathy group sizes; (iii) the distribution of emotional
closeness and the corresponding conversion function to time spent
in a social relationship, we can generate ego networks. Given a
tagged ego, we start by sampling the sizes of the support clique
and sympathy group. Then, we sample the emotional closeness
values for relationships in the support clique, then in the external
part of the sympathy group, and finally in the external part of the
active network. The emotional closeness associated to a social rela-
tionship reduces the time budget of the ego left for the rest of the
social relationships in the network. The process stops when the
time budget is zero.
As previously noted, the literature proposes different categori-
sations of relationships and alters. Our model only considers the
kinship with the ego and the gender of the alters because there
are many data available about these categories [85,81]. Therefore,
each relationship in the model is characterised by the type (kin or
not-kin) and by the gender of the alter according to the composi-
tion of an average ego network. Our model simply considers static
ego networks. Making the model dynamic so as to include its evo-
lution over time (as has been done in [88]) would be an interesting
direction for future work.
4.2. Algorithm for generating ego networks
The pseudo-code of the algorithm used to generate ego net-
works is shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. The algorithm pseudocode.
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functions (hd; fS; fW ; fB; fA;D and fE) and parameters (ll and m) whose
characteristics are derived from the analysis of the human ego net-
work properties, as discussed in Section 4.3. Specifically, most of
these functions represent densities of random variables that char-
acterise the properties of the ego networks, such as the size of the
layers. They can be derived by fitting the data available in the
anthropology literature presented in Section 3.
The first step is assigning a gender to the ego, hereafter denoted
as g. The variable g is sampled from a Bernoulli distribution BerðmÞ
where m is the probability that g ¼M (line 2–3). Next, we sample
the sympathy group size ssym from the known probability density
function fS (line 4), with average value lsym. We can then derive
the size of the support clique, by exploiting the fact that it is line-
arly correlated with the size of the sympathy group. Specifically,
we sample the ratio w between the sizes of the two layers from
the density function fW , and derive the corresponding value of
the support clique size, as ssup ¼ ssym w (lines 5–6). We hereafter
denote the expected value of ssup as lsup.
1
In the next step the algorithm assigns the time budget bdg. This
amount is extracted from the probability density function fB (line
7). Then, the algorithm has all the required values to generate all
social links of the ego network, which is done in the main loop of
lines 9-22. The total time currently spent on social relationships,
tot, is updated after each relationship addition, together with the
counter i, which represents the current size of the network (line
8). The algorithm generates social links starting from the support
clique (the inner-most layer). Based on the values of the layer sizes
ssup and ssym, the algorithm can determine the layer of the relation-
ship it is generating (line 10). For each relationship, the algorithm
determines the type d (kin or non-kin) and the gender of the alter
a. The values are sampled from the joint probability mass functions
fA;D. Specifically, as discussed in Section 4.3, this density changes
depending on the layer l and on the gender of the ego, g. Therefore
the values a and d are sampled from the density fA;DjL¼l;G¼g (line 11).1 Since the probability density functions used in the model return continuous
values, but layer sizes have to be natural numbers, values are rounded using the
dithering method [89]. Moreover each negative value is converted into a zero.The value of emotional closeness associated with the social rela-
tionship is denoted with e. The density of e depends on whether we
are generating a kin or non-kin relationship. These are denoted as
fEjD¼K and fEjD¼NK, respectively. Samples are drawn from these den-
sities, by considering only the portion of the density corresponding
to the specific layer we are populating, i.e. sampling from the inter-
val low l;d;up l;d
 
related to the current layer l and the type of the
current relationship d (line 12). The sample of emotional closeness
is translated into the time spent on that relationship (t) through
the function hd. Again, we actually use two different functions,
depending on the type (kin, non-kin) of the relationship, through-
out referred to as hK and hNK (line 13).
In principle, the generated relationship should be kept in the
ego network only if the total time spent by ego on social relation-
ships considering the new one (i.e., tot þ t) is less than or equal to
the ego’s budget bdg. Directly applying this condition (i.e.,
t > bdg  tot) would result in never achieving the target budget
bdg, and ultimately, in the fact that the expected value of total time
E½tot would always be lower than the expected budget E½bdg, in-
stead of being equal, as needed. To this end, the condition to accept
the new relationship is relaxed, as follows: t=2 < bdg  tot (lines
14–18).
The final value of the counter i at the end of the loop represents
the size of the generated ego network, snet. If the functions and the
parameters of the model are defined satisfying the properties dis-
cussed in Section 4.3, the algorithm should generate, on average,
ego networks with the expected size lnet. In Section 6 we validate
the algorithm by showing that it generates ego networks matching
the structural characteristics described in Section 3.
4.3. Algorithm functions
In this section we define all the parameters and functions used
by the model. For each of them, we justify the definition based on
the result in the anthropology literature summarised in Section 3.
4.3.1. Layer sizes
In the literature there are different values for the layer sizes, of-
ten with significant differences. We use [83] as the main reference,
as authors collect all the required data about layer sizes and extract
the mean value for each layer. Based on this work, we set the mean
support clique size lsup ¼ 4:6, the mean sympathy group size
lsym ¼ 14:3 and the mean active network size lnet ¼ 132:5.
4.3.2. Parameter m
Parameter m defines the probability to have a male ego, i.e.
gen ¼M. We can reasonably assume that m ¼ 0:50.
4.3.3. Function fS
The sympathy group size density is analysed in [85]. Authors
present a histogram based on real data collected in a measurement
campaign, that can be fitted by a Gamma distribution. As fS must be
consistent with the mean size of the sympathy group lsym, we ob-
tain that fS should follow a Gammað4:1;3:49Þ distribution, which
results in an average value of 14:3.
4.3.4. Function fW
The ratio between the support clique and the sympathy group
sizes is sampled using the density function fW . Since we have set
the mean sizes lsup and lsym, we define fW as a Normal distribution
with mean equal to lsup=lsym ¼ 0:3217. We have no explicit infor-
mation about the standard deviation of the distribution, however it
can be experimentally approximated, using the scatter plot pro-
posed in [85]. A good approximation is obtained by setting the
standard deviation to half of the mean, therefore fW is the density
function of a Normal distribution Normalð0:3217;0:1608Þ.
Fig. 3. Distribution of emotional closeness for kin with the proportion of the
network for each layer and the related limits.
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This function provides the density of the time spent by egos in
social activities. There are no detailed studies on this distribution,
but we know that its average value must be in the order of 20% of
the yearly time of an individual [90]. Therefore we define fB with a
mean value equal to 8760  0:2 ¼ 1752 where 8760 is the number
of hours in a year. In this way the expected value of time budget
is E½bdg ¼ 1752.
As discussed in Section 3, the density function fB directly influ-
ences the distribution of the network size. The distribution of the
network size is analysed in [81], where a histogram based on col-
lected real data is presented. By fitting this histogram, and translat-
ing it into the distribution of total time, we obtain that fB should be
the density of a Gamma distribution Gammað205:48;8:5264Þ.
4.3.6. Functions fA;D
The density functions fA;Djl determines the type (d) and gender
(a) of the alter, given the layer l at which it is located in the ego net-
work. A key reference for it is Dunbar and Spoors [85], where the
composition of the sympathy group for male and female egos is
investigated. Considering the average size lsym, that is independent
of the gender of the ego, the resulting compositions are reported in
Table 1. These values are used to define fA;DjL¼sym. Moreover, in the
same work, authors also study the support clique, observing that
there are no significant differences between the compositions of
the two layers in terms of type and gender of the alter. For this rea-
son we can set fA;DjL¼sup ¼ fA;DjL¼sym.
Finally, regarding the external part of the active network layer
we can indirectly estimate its composition starting from results
in [82]. Specifically, we set fA;DjL¼net with the results presented in
Table 2.
4.3.7. Emotional closeness intervals and functions fE
Densities of emotional closeness have been experimentally
characterised in [82]. Emotional closeness can be represented
with a real value e in the interval ð0;1. In principle, there should
be a big component of the distribution at e = 0, corresponding to
social relationship outside the active network. We do not consider
this component, i.e. the density is conditioned to the fact that a
social relationship exists. Fitting the empirical distributions
presented in [87] for kin and non-kin relationships, we obtain
the following densities: fEjD¼K ¼ Gammað0:2;2:296Þ and fEjD¼NK ¼
Normalð0:5;0:172Þ.
For the purpose of the algorithm presented in Section 4.2, it is
also necessary to identify the boundaries on the density domains,Table 1
Composition of sympathy group.
Series a;d g ¼M g ¼ F
a ¼M; d ¼ K 2.28 15.98% 2.38 16.64%
a ¼ F; d ¼ K 2.47 17.26% 3.53 24.72%
a ¼M; d ¼ NK 7.38 51.61% 2.02 14.14%
a ¼ F; d ¼ NK 2.17 15.15% 6.36 44.51%
Sum 14.3 100% 14.3 100%
Table 2
Composition of active network layer (external part).
Series a;d g ¼M g ¼ F
a ¼M; d ¼ K 11.46 9.70% 17.35 14.68%
a ¼ F; d ¼ K 18.00 15.23% 17.18 14.53%
a ¼M; d ¼ NK 52.50 44.41% 38.90 32.91%
a ¼ F; d ¼ NK 36.24 30.66% 44.78 37.88%
Sum 118.2 100% 118.2 100%corresponding to each layer of the ego network structure. We pro-
pose to identify the boundaries as follows. Let us neglect for a mo-
ment the distinction between kin and non-kin emotional closeness
distributions, and let us assume that one distribution is sufficient
to model emotional closeness. The average sizes of the layers nat-
urally define the expected percentage of social links in each of the
layers. For example, lsup=lnet defines the expected percentage of
social links in the support clique. Assuming a random sampling
from the emotional closeness distribution, the boundary identify-
ing the support clique must be such that the fraction of samples
greater than the boundary matches the expected percentage of so-
cial links in the support clique. In other words, the support clique
boundary (throughout identified with low sup) should be such that
the Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF)
1 FEðlow supÞ is equal to lsup=lnet.
This line of reasoning can be generalised to the case where the
emotional closeness distribution depends on the type (kin, non-
kin) of relationship, d. The partitioning we obtain for kin relation-
ships is represented in Fig. 3 (note that the percentages indicated
for layers in the Figure are computed considering the social rela-
tionships in the external parts of the layers). Specifically, to identify
the boundaries for each type of distribution, we need to know the
mean proportion of kin for each layer. Using Eq. (1) we obtain the
probability k0l to have a kin in the external part of a layer l (remem-
ber that m represents the fraction of male egos; we denote with L








Using the values k0l it is possible to obtain the probability of having a






 k0c; 8 l 2 L ð2Þ
For example, the probability of having a kin in the whole network,
knet, is:
knet ¼
l0net  k0net þ l0sym  k0sym þ l0sup  k0sup
lnet
ð3Þ
Considering a type of relationship d, the probability to extract a
value from fEjD¼d in the interval low l;d; emax
 
related to a layer l,
must be equal to the expected proportion of the network the layer
l represents, considering only relationships with type d (emax de-
notes the maximum possible value of emotional closeness, conven-
tionally set to 1). Knowing the cumulative distribution functions FE
of the densities fE, it is possible to calculate the boundaries, consid-
ering them as quantiles that satisfy the following equations:
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  ¼ 1 lsup  1 ksup
 
lnet  1 knetð Þ
ð5Þ
FEjD¼K low sym;K




  ¼ 1 lsym  1 ksym
 
lnet  1 knetð Þ
ð7Þ
For example, considering kin relationships and – again – the sup-
port clique layer, the limit low sup;K defines an area in fE whose size
is equal to lsup ksuplnet knet (the dark area in Fig. 3) where lsup  ksup is the
number of kin relationships in the support clique and lnet  knet is
the number of kin relationships in the whole network.
Considering the cumulative distributions FE it is possible to
solve Eqs. (4)–(7), obtaining the limits of the intervals of emotional
closeness: low sup;K ¼ 0:8582;low sup;NK ¼ 0:8185;low sym;K ¼
0:6852 and low sym;NK ¼ 0:7247.
4.4. Functions hd
The functions hd (d denoting, again, the type of relationship
kin, non-kin) map a value of emotional closeness to the time
spent by the ego on that relationship. In general, we know from
[81,87] that those functions are monotonically increasing with
the emotional closeness. We also know that hKðeÞ 6 kNKðeÞ,
as kin relationships at a certain level of emotional closeness
typically require less time than non-kin relationships, due to
‘‘embedded’’ familiar bonds. This difference actually fades out
for high level of emotional closeness, such that it is reasonable
to assume the following constraint:
hK emaxð Þ ¼ hNK emaxð Þ ð8Þ
where emax is the maximum level of emotional closeness.
Another constraint we have to impose is that the average total
time spent on social relationships by an ego, according to the val-
ues provided by the functions hd, equals the average time budget
spent by the ego on social relationships, given by the density
fB;E½bdg. To have a reasonably simple expression for this con-
straint, we can compute the average time spent on a generic social
relationship by the ego, according to functions hd, and multiply it
by the average size of the ego network, lnet. This constraint can
thus be expressed as
lnet 
Z




where the integral represents the average time spent by the ego on
a generic social relationship (remember that knet denotes the prob-
ability of kin relationships in the whole ego network).
The results presented in [87] and in [81] suggest that the hd
functions have an exponential shape. We thus define a general
form for these functions, as hðeÞ ¼ ce þ t0  1. The parameter t0 is
the value hð0þÞ, i.e. the minimum amount of time spent in a rela-
tionship in order to keep it active. The hd functions for kin and
non-kin relationships differ in the parameters c and t0. As previ-
ously noted, in general hKðeÞ 6 kNKðeÞ must hold, therefore t0;K
must be less than or equal to t0;NK. The literature does not provide
any specific indications on these numbers. We thus set reasonable
values for them, i.e. t0;K ¼ 0:5 and t0;NK ¼ 2. Finally, parameters c
can be found by putting in a system Eqs. (8) and (9), and setting
lnet ¼ 132:5; knet ¼ 0:2817 and E½bdg ¼ 1752. The system can be
solved numerically, obtaining cK ¼ 95:3275 and cNK ¼ 93:8275.
Therefore, the final form of the hd functions is as follows:hKðeÞ ¼ 95:3275e  0:5 ð10Þ
hNKðeÞ ¼ 93:8275e þ 1 ð11Þ5. Analytical model for inter-contact times
The algorithm presented in Section 4 allows us to generate syn-
thetic ego networks that (as we show in Section 6) correctly repro-
duce the structural properties found in real human networks. To
study MSNs and SPNs, it is also necessary to configure the contact
process between individuals (ego and alters in our case). As dis-
cussed in Section 2, analysis of real traces does not provide conclu-
sive evidence on which distributions fit individual inter-contact
time patterns between individual users, while it provides more
accurate information on aggregate statistics, such as the distribu-
tion of aggregate inter-contact times. However, this distribution
does not provide - in general - sufficient information to define all
distributions of individual pair inter-contact times, unless the net-
work is homogeneous (i.e. all inter-contact time distributions are
the same). Therefore, starting from the analysis of real traces it is
typically not easy to decide which distributions (and which param-
eters) to use for the individual distributions. The model we present
in this Section helps to tackle this issue. The model describes, in
general, the dependence between the inter-contact time distribu-
tions of individual pairs and the aggregate statistics, i.e., the
contact rate distribution and the aggregate inter-contact time dis-
tribution. This model is based, again, on the ego network models
described in Section 3, which are used to characterise the differ-
ence between the contact patterns of different pairs. As we show
in Section 6, the model allows us to check whether a possible con-
figuration of individual pair inter-contact time distributions is
compatible with contact rate and aggregate inter-contact times
found in real traces, and can thus be used to realistically model hu-
man social networks.
As discussed in Section 3, one of the findings in the anthropol-
ogy literature is that, given a social relationship, the emotional
closeness directly maps to the frequency of contact between the
individuals or, in other words, to their contact rate. Considering
the layered ego network model discussed in Section 3, this means
that the contact rates between the ego and the alters are hetero-
geneous (i.e. change from alter to alter), and should be related to
the emotional closeness distribution described in Section 4.3.
Note that, for the sake of analytical tractability, with respect to
the model in Section 4 hereafter we do not distinguish between
different types of relationships (kin, non-kin) or gender of the
ego and alters.
Therefore, focusing on a given ego network, we assume that the
contact rates are random variables (r.v.) following a known distri-
bution. Hereafter Kp denotes the contact rate of the generic pair p,
and a pair means a couple formed by the ego and one of its alters.
In addition, we assume that individual pair inter-contact times are
distributed according to a known type of distribution (e.g., Pareto,
exponential, . . .). For each pair p, the parameters of the inter-con-
tact times distribution are a function of Kp, i.e., the parameters
are set such that the average inter-contact time is equal to 1=Kp.
This allows us to model heterogeneous environments in which
not all individual inter-contact times are identically distributed,
and to control the type of heterogeneity through the r.v. describing
the contact rates.
Therefore, three distributions play a key role in our analysis, i.e.
(i) the distributions of individual pair inter-contact times (whose
CCDF is hereafter denoted as FkðxÞ), (ii) the distribution of individ-
ual pair contact rates (whose density is hereafter denoted as f ðkÞ),
and (iii) the distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times
(whose CCDF is hereafter denoted as FðxÞ).
Fig. 4. A representative contact rates distribution in human social networks.
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We first describe how we account for the fact that the contact
rate distribution must be related with the emotional closeness,
and, therefore, must take into account the layered structure de-
picted in Fig. 1. Fig. 4 provides a schematic representation of a gen-
eric contact rate distribution. Similarly to what we did for the
emotional closeness density (Fig. 3), we have to identify bound-
aries in the domain of the contact rates, that map portions of the
distribution to layers in the ego network structures, such that we
can know from which portion of the density to sample contact
rates for a given layer. We divide the possible range of rates in L
sectors, where L is the number of layers of an ego network, and
layer 1 denotes the inner-most layer. Then, we use the average
sizes of the layers and the resulting proportions of relationships
in each layer to identify the boundaries between the sectors, ex-
actly as we did for partitioning the emotional closeness distribu-
tion. If we denote with k0; . . . ; kL the values of k that identify the
sectors of the contact rates distribution corresponding to the lay-
ers, with ni the average size of layer i, and with N the average size
of the ego network, the values of ki; i ¼ 1; . . . ; L can be computed as
the ð1 nlNÞth percentiles of the rates distribution (note that kL and
k0 are the minimum and maximum possible values of k, respec-
tively). Therefore, contact rates with a peer in the external part
of layer l ¼ 1; . . . ; L are drawn from the sector identified by
kl; kl1. It thus follows that the density of contact rates for relation-
ships in the external part of layer l is as follows
flðkÞ ¼
0 k < kl _ k > kl1
Clf ðkÞ kl 6 k 6 kl1

ð12Þ
where Cl is a constant such that
R1
0 flðkÞdk ¼ 1, i.e. Cl ¼
½Gðkl1Þ  GðklÞ1;GðkÞ being the CDF of K.
Note that we only consider the distribution of contact rates for
alters with a contact rate greater than 0. In principle, the distribu-
tion of contact rates presents a significant mass probability in 0,
corresponding to the fact that an ego ‘‘knows’’ alters also outside
the active network layer, but relationships are so weak that the
contact rate is effectively zero.5.2. General inter-contact times model
The starting point of our model is a result originally presented
in [68] (and recalled in Lemma 1), which describes the dependence
between the distributions of the individual pairs and aggregate in-
ter-contact times, when the contact rates are known a priori. Let as-
sume that P pairs are present in the network, that npðTÞ contact
events between pair p occur during an observation time T. Let us
denote with NðTÞ the total number of contact events over T, with
hp the contact rate of pair p, with h the total contact rate
(h ¼Pphp), and with FpðxÞ the CCDF of inter-contact times of pair
p. Then, the following lemma holds.Lemma 1. In a network where P pairs of nodes exist for which inter-













Lemma 1 is rather intuitive. The distribution of aggregate inter-
contact times is a mixture of the individual pairs’ distributions.
Each individual pair ‘‘weights’’ in the mixture proportionally to
the number of inter-contact times that can be observed in any gi-
ven interval (or, in other words, proportionally to the rate of inter-
contact times).
We hereafter extend this result, by (i) assuming that contact
rates are random variables, thus unknown a priori, and (ii) by
exploiting the anthropology model presented in Section 3 to de-
scribe contacts between humans. Specifically, we can derive Theo-
rem 1. Note that in the following analysis, slightly abusing the
terminology, we denote with ‘‘layer’’ the external part of a layer de-
scribed in Section 3. Therefore, for example, outer-most layer de-
notes the external part of the active network.
Theorem 1. In a social network where contact rates are determined
by the hierarchical structure of ego networks, the CCDF of the









where pl is the probability that a social relationship of any given user is
in layer l of its ego network, and Kl denotes the contact rates between
an ego and its alters in layer l (i.e., its density is as in Eq. (12)).Proof. See Appendix A. h
While in Appendix A we provide the complete proof of Eq. (1),
here we briefly discuss its physical meaning. First of all, Eq. (14)
can be seen as the weighted sum of components related to the
individual layers of human social networks. Specifically, by defin-
ing F lðxÞ as follows:











In Appendix A we show that F lðxÞ is actually the CCDF of the aggre-
gate inter-contact times over layer l only. Eq. (16) highlights an
intuitive result. Each such component (F lðxÞ) ‘‘weighs’’ in the aggre-
gate proportionally to the fraction of pairs falling in the layer (pl),
and to the average contact rates of the layer (i.e., to the average
number of inter-contact events that is generated by a pair in that
layer).
Besides a more formal derivation shown in Appendix A, the
form of the individual layer CCDF in Eq. (15) has a more intuitive
derivation, starting from the result in Lemma 1. Specifically, it
can be obtained by considering a modified network in which we
assume that all rates k 2 ½kl; kl1 are possibly available (for pairs
in layer l), each with a probability flðkÞdk. F lðxÞ is thus the aggre-
gate over all the resulting individual pairs’ inter-contact times dis-
tributions. As the number of such distributions becomes infinite
and is indexed by Kl (a continuous random variable), the summa-
tion in Eq. (13) becomes an integral over k. Moreover, the weight of
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the total rate (h in Eq. (13)) becomes
R1
0 kflðkÞdk ¼ E½Kl. The
expression in Eq. (15) follows immediately. Note that the number
of pairs (i.e. alters) in the layer does not explicitly appear, because
each pair can assume all possible rates (each with an infinitesimal
probability), and thus each pair actually generates an infinite num-
ber of components in the aggregate.
Theorem 1 shows the dependence between the three distribu-
tions that characterise the properties of inter-contact times. One
of the key properties we study in the following is under which con-
ditions, and starting from which distributions of individual inter-
contact times and contact rates, the distribution of aggregate in-
ter-contact times yields a heavy tail. This is typically considered
in the literature an important feature to highlight, based on the
analysis of real traces, and the possible implication of heavy-tailed
distributions on the properties of forwarding protocols [63,68]. It is
important to note that, to carry on this type of analysis, it is suffi-
cient to study the aggregate inter-contact times distribution over
individual layers only, provided by Eq. (15). It is, in fact, sufficient
that one such aggregate presents a heavy tail for the whole aggre-
gate to be heavy-tailed. Thus, Eq. (15) is the key starting point for
using the analytical model as we do in the rest of the paper.Table 3
Results: layer sizes and time budget.
Series Min Max Avg c.i. (99%) Ref. value
snet 3 585 133.33 (133.16,133.50) 132.5
ssym 0 77 14.05 (14.03,14.08) 14.3
ssup 0 45 4.62 (4.61,4.62) 4.6
bdg 182.30 6074.64 1752.67 (1751.13,1754.22) 1752.06. Generating synthetic ego networks for Future Internet social
networking environments
In this section we first validate the algorithm described in Sec-
tion 4, to be sure that it generates ego networks with the same
structural properties found in real human networks (Section 6.1).
Then, we exploit the analytical model presented in Section 5 to
understand how individual inter-contact time distributions can be
set, so that aggregate statistics found in real traces (i.e., contact
rate and aggregate inter-contact time distributions) can be
matched. In Section 6.2, we study how the contact rates impact
on the distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times when indi-
vidual pair inter-contact times are exponentially distributed. Con-
sidering exponential distributions is relevant for a number of
reasons. This is a typical assumption done in the literature for ana-
lytical tractability (e.g. [91–93]), and is also backed up by trace
analysis of mobile networks [77,76,94]. This analysis allows us to
highlight several combinations of contact rate and individual in-
ter-contact time distributions that result in aggregate inter-contact
time distributions similar to those found in real traces. Then, in
Section 6.3, we study analytically the impact on the aggregate in-
ter-contact time distribution of even a single pair of users with
power-law inter-contact times. This is an interesting result, as it
has been shown that even a single pair featuring a heavy tail in-
ter-contact time distribution may lead forwarding protocols to
yield infinite expected delay [64]. From the standpoint of generat-
ing synthetic ego networks, this shows that we cannot have even a
single pair with a heavy tail if we want to reproduce a network
whose aggregate inter-contact time distribution does not present
a heavy tail. We want to remark that, while, based on the modelTable 4
Results: composition of the network.
Series ai; di g ¼M ð49:96%Þ
Ref. value Avg c.i. (99%)
ai ¼M; di ¼ K 13:74 13.72 (13.69,13.75)
ai ¼ F; di ¼ K 20.47 20.46 (20.42,20.50)
ai ¼M; di ¼ NK 59.88 59.73 (59.62,59.83)
ai ¼ F; di ¼ NK 38.41 38.35 (38.28,38.43)
Sum 132.5 132.26 (132.02,132.50)presented in Section 5, it is often possible – whenever closed forms
can be found – to characterise the impact of individual inter-con-
tact time distributions and contact rates on the aggregate inter-
contact time distribution, going the other way round is seldom
possible. In other words, starting from a given aggregate distribu-
tion it is quite rare to be able to characterise individual distribu-
tions. This is because, in general, a given aggregate distribution
can be generated starting from different combinations of individ-
ual inter-contact times and contact rates, and thus the aggregate
distribution alone does not contain enough information to charac-
terise the individual distributions that generate it. Nevertheless, in
some cases, some properties of individual distributions can be de-
rived starting from the aggregate distribution. In Section 6.3 we
present one such case, by showing that, if the aggregate does nor
present a power law, no individual distribution can present a
power law.6.1. Structural properties in synthetic ego networks
To validate the algorithm for generating synthetic ego networks
(Sections 4.2 and 4.3) we have implemented it in a custom Java
simulator and we performed 1.000.000 run tests creating as many
ego network graphs. Results are presented in Tables 3 and 4. Spe-
cifically, in Table 3 we present the ego network statistics for the
layer sizes obtained in simulation. For each layer we show the min-
imum, maximum and average value, along with the confidence
interval for the average computed with a 99% confidence level. In
the last column we also show the reference values for the average
sizes of the layers, according to the anthropology literature. In Ta-
ble 4 we show the composition of the ego network obtained in sim-
ulation, separately showing results depending on the gender of the
ego (g) and alters (ai), as well as the type of relationship between
ego and alter (di). Again, average values are presented along with
confidence intervals and reference values.
The average network size converges to a value close to the ex-
pected value 132:5. Also the mean average of the sympathy group
is very close to the reference value 14:3. In this case the small gap
is due to the fact that time budget for social relationship may be
over before the sympathy group is completed. This can happen
for ego networks whose time budget sample is particularly low,
or when the social relationships in the inner shells (support clique
and sympathy group) are particularly strong (thus time demand-
ing). In our tests, this happens in 3:17% of the runs.g ¼ F ð50:04%Þ
Perc. Ref. value Avg c.i. (99%) Perc.
10.37 19.73 20.03 (20.00,20.07) 14.90
15.47 20.71 20.99 (20.95,21.02) 15.62
45.16 40.92 41.55 (41.47,41.64) 30.92
29.00 51.14 51.82 (51.73,51.92) 38.56
100 132.5 134.39 (134.15,134.64) 100
Fig. 5. Network sizes distribution in simulations.
Table 5
AIC values for the tested distributions.
Distribution Best fit parameters AIC value
Gamma a ¼ 0:34; b ¼ 1:63 50280.62
Exponential b ¼ 4:86 23505.08
Pareto a ¼ 0:16; b ¼ 5:5  105 31289.34
Pareto0 a ¼ 0:16; b ¼ 5:5  105 28841.84
2210 A. Passarella et al. / Computer Communications 35 (2012) 2201–2217The average size of the support clique matches perfectively its
expected value. As in the case of the sympathy group, the time
budget extracted can constrain the size of the layer. However, in
case of the support clique, this happened only in 0:38% of the runs.
We also checked the distributions of the layer sizes, comparing
themwith those found in the anthropology literature. For example,
Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the network size, which well
matches empirical data. Moreover, Table 4 shows that the resulting
composition of the ego networks is coherent in terms of type (kin,
non-kin) and gender (male, female) with the empirical data. Male
egos have smaller networks than females. This is due to female
egos having a little more kin relationships which require less time
that non-kin relationships.
6.2. The role of contact rates on aggregate ICT distributions
In this section we consider contact rates following, respectively,
gamma, exponential and Pareto distributions. The case of Pareto
distribution is justified by the analysis presented in [77,76], which
is based on real contact traces from mobile networks. The case of
Gamma distributions (note that exponential is a special case) is
backed up by the analysis we present on the dataset used in
[95], which has been one of the basis for the results summarised
in Section 3. The dataset collects information about 251 ego net-
works. Each relationship in each network provides a sample of con-
tact rate, for a total of over 20000 contact rates samples. We fit the
resulting empirical distribution to the reference distributions of
this paper using the Maximum Likelihood (ML) method, and com-
pare the fitted distributions against the data using the Akaike
Information Criterion (AIC, [96]). We find that a Gamma distribu-
tion provides the best fit.
Note that, to validate our analysis, both here and in Section 6.3
we compare the analytical results against simulations. Specifically,
we simulate an ego-network with 150 alters divided in layersFig. 6. Fitting distributions.according to the model presented in Section 3. Ego and each alter
meet with exponential inter-contact times, with rates drawn from
the distribution under test. Sectors of the distribution correspond-
ing to the layers are defined as described in Section 5.1. Each sim-
ulation run reproduces an observation of the network for a time
interval T, defined according to the following algorithm. For each
alter a, we first generate 100 inter-contact times, and then com-
pute the total observation time after 100 inter-contact times, Ta,
as the sum of the pair inter-contact times. T is defined as the max-
imum of Ta; a ¼ 1; . . . ;150. To guarantee that all alters are observed
for the same amount of time, we generate additional inter-contact
times for each alter until Ta reaches T. Simulations have been rep-
licated 20 times with independent seeds, and confidence intervals
(with 99% confidence level) are presented.
Fig. 6 shows a visual comparison of the contact rate samples ob-
tained from [95] and the ML fittings of the considered contact rates
distributions (ML estimators of the parameters are provided in
Table 5). For the gamma distribution we consider the following
definition (for the density)
f ðkÞ ¼ k
a1baebk
CðaÞ ð17Þ
where a and b are the shape and rate parameters, respectively. For
the exponential distribution we consider the standard definition
(resulting in the density in Eq. (18))
f ðkÞ ¼ bebk ð18Þ
where b is the rate parameter. For the Pareto distribution, we con-








; a > 0; k > 0 ð19Þ
where a and b are the shape and scale parameters. The difference
between the two forms is that in the first case k cannot take values
arbitrarily close to 0, while in the second it can. We will show that
this has a profound impact on the distribution of the aggregate in-
ter-contact times. Hereafter, we denote with ‘‘Pareto’’ the first form,
and with ‘‘Pareto0’’ the second form.
The intuition from Fig. 6 is that the gamma distribution is the
best fit for our dataset. This is confirmed by the AIC test, whose val-
ues are shown in Table 5. Remember that in AIC tests the best
alternative is the one with the lowest AIC value [96].
Based on this result, we study in detail the properties of the
aggregate inter-contact times distribution assuming that the con-
tact rates distribution is gamma, and the individual inter-contact
times distributions are exponential. Lemma 2 and Theorem 2 char-
acterises the distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times in
this case.
Lemma 2. When contact rates follow a gamma distribution and
individual inter-contact times an exponential distribution, the CCDFs
of inter-contact times aggregated over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all
decay, for large x, faster than a power law with exponential cutoff,
but the CCDF corresponding to the outer-most layer, which decays as
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distribution with shape a and rate b, the following relations hold
true, for large x:
F lðxÞ 6 ReklðbþxÞx l ¼ 1; . . . ; L 1
F LðxÞ ’ Kxaþ1
(
ð20Þ
where R and K do not depend on x.Proof. See Appendix B. hTheorem 2. In a pervasive social network where individual pairs’
inter-contact times are exponentially distributed and contact rates fol-
low a gamma distribution, the distribution of the aggregate inter-con-
tact times features a heavy tail. Specifically, the following relation
holds true:
f ðkÞ ¼ k
a1baebk
CðaÞ ; FkðxÞ ¼ e
kx ) FðxÞ ’ K
xaþ1
for large x
where K does not depend on x.Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2, by recalling the
relationships between F lðxÞ and FðxÞ in Eq. (16), and noting that
F LðxÞ dominates over all the other components for large x. h
Theorem 2 and Lemma 2 provide an interesting insight. The
power law of FðxÞ appears because of the power law of the in-
ter-contact times aggregated over the outer-most layers, F LðxÞ.
Due to the shape of the gamma distribution, in the outer-most lay-
ers contact rates can be arbitrarily close to 0, thus resulting in arbi-
trarily large inter-contact times. Intuitively, this actually suggests a
more general behaviour: Whenever the distribution of the contact
rates is such that rates arbitrarily close to 0 can be drawn, the dis-
tribution of the aggregate inter-contact times presents a heavy tail.
This behaviour is confirmed also in the cases with Pareto contact
rates.
Fig. 7 plots the aggregate inter-contact time CCDF obtained by
using Theorem 2 and by using simulation. Lines correspond to ana-
lytical results, while points correspond to simulations. Contact
rates following different Gamma distributions are presented.
Fig. 7 shows a very good agreement between the analytical and
the simulation models. Recall that the analysis predicts that the tail
of the aggregate inter-contact times distribution decays as 1xaþ1
where a is the shape parameter of the contact rates distribution.
Fig. 7 shows that – as also found in the analysis – the lower the
shape of the contact rates distribution, the heavier the tail of the
aggregate inter-contact times. This results from the fact that lower



















Fig. 7. Aggregate inter-contact times with gamma contact ratesrates around 0, i.e., in an increasing probability of very long inter-
contact times.
We now focus on contact rates following ‘‘Pareto’’ and ‘‘Pare-
to0’’ distributions. The first case is analysed in Lemma 3 and
Theorem 3. With respect to the sectors corresponding to the layers
of the ego networks, recall that in this case k0 ¼ 1 and kL ¼ b
where b is the minimum possible value of the ‘‘Pareto’’
distribution.
Lemma 3. When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution whose
CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bk
 a
; k > b and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDFs of inter-contact times aggregated
over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all decay, for large x, at least as fast as a
power law with exponential cutoff. Specifically, the following relations
hold true for large x:F 1ðxÞ ’ Rek1xx
F lðxÞ 6 Kekl xx l ¼ 2; . . . ; L
(
ð21Þ
where R and K do not depend on x.Proof. See Appendix B. hTheorem 3. When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution whose
CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bk
 a
; k > b and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDF of the aggregate inter-contact times
decays, for large x, faster than a power law with exponential cutoff.








where K does not depend on x.Proof. This comes immediately from Lemma 3, by noticing that
the slowest decaying component of FðxÞ is the one related to the
outer-most layer, and using the corresponding expression from
Eq. (21). h
Lemma 3 and Theorem 3 show that even considering contact
rates with an heavy tail (such as a ‘‘Pareto’’) may not be sufficient
to obtain a heavy tail in the aggregate inter-contact times distribu-
tion. This is due to the fact that the ‘‘Pareto’’ distribution does not
admit contact rates arbitrarily close to 0.
Finally, Lemma 4 and Theorem 4 analyse the case ‘‘Pareto0’’, i.e.
the case where the contact rates can be arbitrarily close to 0.
Lemma 4. When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution whose
CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bbþk
	 
a
; k > 0 and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDFs of inter-contact times aggregated
over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all decay, for large x, at least as fast as a
power law with exponential cutoff, but the CCDF corresponding to the
outer-most layer, which decays as a power law. Specifically, the
following relations hold true for large x:F lðxÞ 6 Rekl xx þ Qe
kl1x
x l ¼ 1; . . . ; L 1
F LðxÞ ’ Kx2
(
ð22Þ
where R;Q and K do not depend on x.Proof. See Appendix B. h














Fig. 8. Aggregate inter-contact times with Pareto and Pareto0 contact rates.














w/ ind Pareto (1.1,3600)
C/(x1.1)
Fig. 9. Aggregate inter-contact times with and without a single Pareto ICT pair.
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CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bbþk
	 
a
; k > 0 and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDF of the aggregate inter-contact times
decays, for large x, as a power law with shape equal to 2. Specifically,




; FkðxÞ ¼ ekx ) FðxÞ ’ Kx2 for large x
where K does not depend on x.Proof. This comes immediately from Lemma 4 by noticing that the
slowest decaying component of FðxÞ is the one corresponding to
the outer-most layer, and using the corresponding expression from
Eq. (22). h
As anticipated, in the case ‘‘Pareto0’’ the aggregate inter-contact
times distribution presents a heavy tail. Intuitively, this is a side ef-
fect of the fact that contact rates can be arbitrarily close to 0.
As a final validation check of the analytical results presented in
this section, Fig. 8 shows the CCDFs of aggregate inter-contact
times in the ‘‘Pareto’’ and ‘‘Pareto0’’ cases, comparing analytical
and simulation results (simulations where run as explained in Sec-
tion 6.2). Also in this case the agreement between the analytical
and simulation results is very good (remember that the analytical
model describes the behaviour of the tail of the aggregate inter-
contact times distribution).
6.3. The effect of individual power-law inter-contact times
distributions
In this section we study analytically the effect of even a single
heavy tail individual inter-contact times distribution on the
distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times. Specifically, we
assume that the inter-contact times distribution of a given pair p
presents a heavy tail, i.e. we assume that FpðxÞ is as follows:
FpðxÞ ’ xg for large x
For the rest of the individual pairs’ distributions we consider the
same assumptions used in Section 5, and, in addition, we assume
that they are not power law. In other words, the distribution of pair
p is the only one in the network presenting a heavy tail. Finally, we
assume that the number of pairs is finite, and equal to P. Then, the
following lemma holds true.
Lemma 5. In a network with a finite number of pairs, where there
exist one pair whose individual inter-contact times distribution
follows, for large x, a power law with shape g, the distribution of the
aggregate inter-contact times, for large x, follows a power law at least
as heavy as xg, i.e.9p s:t: FpðxÞ ’ xg for large x
) FðxÞP Cxg for large x and for some constant C > 0Proof. See Appendix B. h
Fig. 9 provides a concrete example of the result in Lemma 5.
Specifically, we first consider an ego-network such that the distri-
bution of the aggregate inter-contact times does not present a hea-
vy tail. As shown in Section 6.2, this can be obtained, for example,
by using exponentially distributed inter-contact times, and sam-
pling the contact rates from a Pareto distribution. In this case,
the tail of the resulting aggregate distribution presents a power
law with an exponential cut-off.
In Fig. 9, the percentiles obtained by simulation (run as ex-
plained in Section 6.2) are marked with white squares, and the cor-
responding analytical curve (derived in Section 6.2) is plotted with
a solid line. Then, we add to the same ego network one more alter,
whose inter-contact times with the ego follow a Pareto distribution
with shape g ¼ 1:1 (while the scale parameter, defining the mini-
mum inter-contact time, is set to 1 day, as this was also the mini-
mum inter-contact time found in the traces used in Section 6.2). In
Fig. 9, percentiles obtained by simulation are marked with dark
diamonds, while the corresponding analytical curve predicted by
Lemma 5 is plotted with a dashed curve. According to Lemma 5,
(i) the existence of even a single pair whose inter-contact times
are power law implies that the tail of the aggregate distribution
is also heavy, and (ii) the tail of the resulting aggregate distribution
can be lower bounded by a power law with exponent equal to
g ¼ 1:1. Fig. 5 confirms both results obtained in Lemma 5.
Lemma 5 allows us to immediately identify if considering indi-
vidual pair distributions with a heavy tail is appropriate or not,
based on the aggregate distribution that we want to reproduce.
Specifically, the following theorem holds true.
Theorem 5. In a network with a finite number of pairs, if the
distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times does not present a
heavy tail, then no individual inter-contact times distribution can
present a heavy tail.Proof. This comes straightforwardly from Lemma 5. If even a sin-
gle individual inter-contact times would present a heavy tail, then
the aggregate distribution would also present a heavy tail. h7. Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a unifying constructive model
for generating synthetic ego networks, in the perspective of Future
Internet social networking environments. Specifically, we have
A. Passarella et al. / Computer Communications 35 (2012) 2201–2217 2213targeted two relevant examples, Mobile Social Networks and Social
Pervasive Networks. In both cases the properties of social relation-
ships between the users fundamentally determine the behaviour of
the users and must be considered when designing networking
solutions. In the former, users physically meet due to social rela-
tionships (even stable or transient), and exploit opportunistic net-
working techniques to exchange data. In the latter, which
represents a longer-term scenario, contacts do not necessarily im-
ply physical proximity, but represent communication events (med-
iated by whatever technology) that happen between individuals
due to social relationships. We have discussed that opportunistic
networking techniques may well be used also in this case. There-
fore, we have concluded that, in order to study these types of net-
works and design effective networking solutions, it is fundamental
to use ego network models that realistically represent both the
structural properties of users’ ego networks, and the properties
of their contact process. To this end, we have presented an algo-
rithm for generating synthetic ego networks that match the struc-
tural properties highlighted in the anthropology literature.
Moreover, we have discussed how to enhance this algorithm
through an analytical model that describes the dependence be-
tween the key distributions describing users’ contact processes.
This model allows us to determine how to configure the contact
processes in the synthetic networks, in order to realistically repro-
duce statistical features found in real traces.
To the best of our knowledge, providing such a unifying model
is an original contribution of this paper. This can be used to study
Future Internet social networking environments, that are going to
be characterised by a strong link between the properties of the
physical world (the human social networks, in our case) and those
of the virtual world (the social networking environment, in our
case). Being grounded in well established results from the anthro-
pology domain, our constructive model of ego networks can be a
very useful tool to characterise the properties of networking solu-
tions in these Future Internet environments.
Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 1
Theorem 1. In a pervasive social network where contact rates are
determined by the hierarchical structure of human social networks,









where pl is the probability that a social relationship of any given user is
in layer l of its human social network, and Kl denotes the contact rates
between an ego and its alters in layer l (i.e., its density is as in Eq. (12)).Proof. In the proof we focus on a given ego-network only. As users
are supposed to be statistically equivalent as far as their social net-
work is concerned, the distributions of inter-contact times aggre-
gated over a given user or over all the users are the same. With
respect to the expression of FðxÞ in Lemma 1, contact rates are not
known, but are drawn from a set of r.v. with density flðkÞ (Eq. (12)).
The expression of FðxÞ can be derived by conditioning to a specific
set of rates k1; . . . ; kN , and applying the lawof total probability.With-
out loss of generality, we can assume that the alters f1; . . . ;Ng are
ordered according to their membership to layers, i.e., the first n1















f1ðk1Þ . . . fNðkNÞdk1 . . .dkNwhere we have assumed that rates of individual alters inter-contact
times are independent. For a sufficiently large number of pairs
in each layer, we can apply the law of large numbers, and approxi-
mate
Pnl




l¼1nlE½Kl. Swapping the inte-



































where we have exploited the assumption that rates of individual
pairs’ inter-contact times of the same layer are identically distrib-
uted, and that individual pairs’ inter-contact times of the same layer
follow the same type of distribution, FkðxÞ.
Note that the above methodology can also be applied to show
that F lðxÞ in Eq. (15) is the CCDF of the inter-contact times
aggregated over layer l only. Specifically, exploiting again Lemma
















f1ðk1Þ . . . fnl ðknl Þdk1 . . .dknl
By approximating
P
iki as nlE½Kl, and by recalling that the contact
rates in layer l are assumed to be identically distributed, we obtain







This concludes the proof. hAppendix B. Proof of Lemmas in Section 6
Lemma 2. When contact rates follow a gamma distribution and
individual inter-contact times an exponential distribution, the CCDFs
of inter-contact times aggregated over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all
decay, for large x, faster than a power law with exponential cutoff,
but the CCDF corresponding to the outer-most layer, which decays as
a power law. Specifically, if the contact rates follow a gamma
distribution with shape a and rate b, the following relations hold
true, for large x:
F lðxÞ 6 Rekl ðbþxÞx l ¼ 1; . . . ; L 1
F LðxÞ ’ Kxaþ1
(
where R and K do not depend on x.Proof. First of all, it should be noted that when contact rates fol-
low a gamma distribution, the values of k that limits the sectors
corresponding to the layers of the ego network are such that
k0 ¼ 1 and kL ¼ 0. Let us focus on the CCDF of aggregate inter-con-
tact times on intermediate layers (i.e., excluding the inner- and the
outer-most layers) first. From Eq. (15), by substituting the expres-
sions of f ðkÞ and FkðxÞ we obtain:




¼ HCðaþ 1; klðbþ xÞÞ  Cðaþ 1; kl1ðbþ xÞÞ
ðbþ xÞaþ1
where H does not depend on x and Cð; Þ is the upper incomplete
Gamma function. For large x;Cðs; xÞ can be approximated as
xs1ex [97]. We thus obtain:









For the inner-most sector, we can write
F 1ðxÞ ¼ H
Z 1
k1
kaeðbþxÞkdk ¼ HCðaþ 1; k1ðbþ xÞÞ
ðbþ xÞaþ1
For large x, applying the same approximation for Cð; Þ, we obtain






Finally, for the outer-most sector, F LðxÞ becomes:
F LðxÞ ¼ H
Z kL1
0
kaeðbþxÞkdk ¼ HCðaþ 1Þ  Cðaþ 1; kL1ðbþ xÞÞ
ðbþ xÞaþ1
Approximating Cð; Þ we obtain









This concludes the proof. hLemma 3. When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution whose
CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bk
 a
; k > b and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDFs of inter-contact times aggregated
over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all decay, for large x, at least as fast as
a power law with exponential cutoff. Specifically, the following rela-
tions hold true for large x:
F 1ðxÞ ’ Rek1xx
F lðxÞ 6 Keklxx l ¼ 2; . . . ; L
(
where R and K do not depend on x.Proof. Using the same methodology of Lemma 2, we obtain, for all
components of FðxÞ but the one corresponding to the inner-most
layer, the following expression:





dk ¼ HCð1 a; klxÞ  Cð1 a; kl1xÞ
x1a
Applying the usual approximation of Cð; Þ for large x we obtain






The component corresponding to the innermost layer can be writ-
ten as





dk ¼ HCð1 a; k1xÞ
x1a
The expression in the Lemma follows immediately by applying the
usual approximation of Cð; Þ for large x. This concludes the
proof. hLemma 4. When contact rates follow a Pareto distribution whose
CCDF is in the form FðkÞ ¼ bbþk
	 
a
; k > 0 and individual inter-contact
times are exponential, the CCDFs of inter-contact times aggregated
over individual layers (F lðxÞ) all decay, for large x, at least as fast as
a power law with exponential cutoff, but the CCDF corresponding to
the outer-most layer, which decays as a power law. Specifically, the
following relations hold true for large x:
F lðxÞ 6 Rekl xx þ Qe
kl1x
x l ¼ 1; . . . ; L 1
F LðxÞ ’ Kx2
(
where R;Q and K do not depend on x.Proof. Let us consider components of FðxÞ other than the one cor-
responding to the outermost layer. The following equation holds
true:






¼ ebx Cð1 a; ðkl þ bÞxÞ  Cð1 a; ðkl1 þ bÞxÞ
x1a

þbxCða; ðkl1 þ bÞxÞ  Cða; ðkl þ bÞxÞ
x1a

Applying the usual approximation of Cð; Þ for large x it is easy to
obtain the following relation
F lðxÞ 6 ebx ½ðkl þ bÞx
aeðklþbÞx
x1a




from which it is straightforward to derive the expression in Eq. (22).
As for the component of FðxÞ corresponding to the outermost layer,
we obtain






¼ ebx Cð1 a; bxÞ  Cð1 a; ðkL1 þ bÞxÞ
x1a

þbxCða; ðkL1 þ bÞxÞ  Cða; bxÞ
x1a

This time it is necessary to apply an approximation of Cðs; xÞ that
considers higher order terms (for large x). This is derived in [97],
as follows:
Cðs; xÞ ’ xs1ex 1þ s 1
x
 
We thus obtain the final result shown in Eq. (22):
F LðxÞ ’ ebx ðbxÞ




This concludes the proof. hLemma 5. In a network with a finite number of pairs, where there
exist one pair whose individual inter-contact times distribution fol-
lows, for large x, a power law with shape g, the distribution of the
aggregate inter-contact times, for large x, follows a power law at least
as heavy as xg, i.e.
9p s:t: FpðxÞ ’ xg for large x
) FðxÞP Cxg for large x and for some constant C > 0Proof. With respect to the ego network model described in
Section 3, it is sufficient to focus on the layer to which pair p
A. Passarella et al. / Computer Communications 35 (2012) 2201–2217 2215belongs, hereafter denoted to as l^. Let us assume that the number
of alters in that social layer is P þ 1. As we did for Theorem 1, we
can exploit the result of Lemma 1 assuming that all rates of indi-
vidual inter-contact times are known. Let us denote with kp the
inter-contact time for pair p, and with k1; . . . ; kP the rest of the
inter-contact rates. We can write the expression in Lemma 1 as
follows:








Recalling that one of the rates is known a priori (the one corre-
sponding to pair p), we can remove the conditioning on the rest






















Denote with E½Kl^ the average rate in layer l^ excluding pair p. By
approximating,
P
iki as PE½Kl^ the second term of the addition in
the above expression does not depend on k1; . . . ; kP anymore. This
term thus results in a component of F l^ðxÞ equal to kpFpðxÞPE½Kl^ þkp. As far
as the first term of the addition, recall that we assume that inter-
contact rates in layer l^ (but the rate of pair p) are iid. Applying
the usual approximation for
P
iki, and swapping the summation

























By recalling the expression of the aggregate distribution over an
individual layer derived in the proof of Theorem 1, and by denoting
with F^ ðxÞ the distribution of the aggregate inter-contact times over
layer l^ excluding pair p, it is straightforward to see that the above









Putting everything together, and by defining a as PE½Kl^ PE½Kl^ þkp, we can
write the CCDF of the aggregate inter-contact times as follows:
F l^ðxjkpÞ ¼ aF^ ðxÞ þ ð1 aÞFpðxÞ ðB:2Þ
To complete the proof it is sufficient to distinguish between two
possible cases, i.e., whether F^ ðxÞ presents or not a heavy tail. In
the latter case, by definition, for any b > 0 it holds true that
limx!1
F^ðxÞ
xb ¼ 0, i.e. F^ ðxÞ decays, for large x, faster than any power
law. Therefore, recalling that FpðxÞ can be approximated with xg










þ ð1 aÞ FpðxÞ
xg
¼ 1 a
In this case, therefore, F l^ðxjkpÞ can be approximated with ð1 aÞxg,
which means that the distribution of the aggregate inter-contact
times presents a heavy tail with exactly the same shape of pair p.In the case where F^ ðxÞ presents a heavy tail, we can approx-
imate it, for large x, as xb for some b > 0. If b > g then F^ ðxÞ decays
faster than FpðxÞ, and we can thus again approximate F l^ðxjkpÞ with
ð1 aÞxg. If b < g then FpðxÞ decays faster than F^ ðxÞ, which
means that we can approximate F l^ðxjkpÞ with axb. As
b < g;F l^ðxjkpÞP axg holds true for large x.
This concludes the proof. hReferences
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